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The way bibliographical work is practised depends on the reigning publishing
culture. Paradoxically, the notion of bibliography became problematic just at
the moment when it was seemingly needed the most, namely when the
famous flood of academic publications began to overwhelm scholars and
librarians at the end of the sixties.
It was the moment when a distinguished society of art historians, librarians
and information specialist gathered in Paris, in 1969, to discuss the conditions
of possibility of a modern co-operative bibliographical tool for the history of
art, taking as a starting point for the discussion the apparently critical
situation of the ‘Répertoire d’art et d’archéologie’ (1910-1972), predecessor
of RILA, BHA and IBA [see below: proceedings title page and table of
contents].
The discussions led two years ago, when the BHA had come to end, have
confirmed that since 1969, the problems have changed little:
Exhaustiveness vs. selection, analytical cataloguing of collective writings and
periodicals, subject headings vs. indexation of title words, usefulness of
summaries, problems of language, financial and organizational difficulties,
and above all the delays caused by high quality standards.
But the problems also seem to have lost their importance: The printed
bibliographies which still decorate our reading rooms rather seem to be
monuments of scholarship and of classification efforts. Even their successors,
the bibliographical online databases, do not seem to be used very much,
despite the high licensing costs.
Is the notion of bibliography belonging to a past where it was still possible for
an individual within his lifetime to read everything on one or several given
topics, to prepare these readings with the help of a scholarly bibliography
and to legate to the posterity eventually another even more extensive
bibliography based on one’s own readings? Or has bibliography newer been

something else than a symbolical act of academic consecration and of
virtuosity in classifying?
Anyway, one crucial problem has almost disappeared: the accessibility of the
publications and the difficulties in accumulating records.. In contrast to the
situation after WW II, our libraries are generally well furnished and, what is
even more important, online cataloguing has rendered the records accessible
everywhere. On this basis, our co-operative meta catalogue artlibraries.net
has in a very pragmatic way outmatched our predecessors’ boldest visions. It
can serve as a library catalog as well as a bibliography. We only have to agree
on the most useful way to arrange and to share our riches. This is what we
will be talking about today and tomorrow. The future of art bibliography
could be an art libraries network combined with an online library, if we
manage to organize it. This is especially what today’s papers are dealing with.
A discipline-specific approach based on what has been accomplished will
certainly be appreciated by the international scholarly community. It is a
pleasure and a privilege that so many distinguished colleagues have come
together.

